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My work originates from my experiences of the mysterious, the unfathomable, the 

supernatural and the magical. My practice runs in parallel to my study and research in 

the fields of psychology, anthropology, ritual and mysticism. 

I focus on the unconscious and magical aspects of the relationships between people, 

and between people and their environment. 

My events are usually multi-artform and collaborative; I have worked with poets, 

dancers, musicians, live artists, actors, story-tellers, clowns and video artists. 

I draw on modernist traditions including surrealism, the automatistes, abstract 

expressionism, and primitivism, but integrate many ideas from the postmodern, such 

as the importance of process and concept, while my global and spiritual concerns are 

shared with the altermodernists. 

I am reacting against mainstream gallery-based conceptualism, and its emphasis on 

academic rigour, emptiness, formality, and perceived elitism. 

Thus I have mostly worked outside of the traditional gallery context – often outdoors 

or in self-organised venues – and my work is experimental, deals with meaning and 

the sacred, and is often participatory and democratic. 

From 1993 to 2000 I worked with story and myth. After 2000, my focus moved 

towards ritual, drawing most obviously on the work of John Fox and Welfare State 

International, but also influenced by artists such as Anna Halprin, Caroline Born, 

Caroline Mackenzie and Paula Claire. 

I create “studies”, which may be painting, music, movement or text, involving trance-

based, or group improvisational responses, which sometimes form an end product, but 

sometimes I develop them – directed by research – into larger scale works or event 

designs. 

I design participatory events to draw audiences into a liminal space between actuality 

and possibility, from where they can question the Now and reinvent the Future.  

These events leave behind artefacts, which form the basis of exhibitions. 

My theoretical basis synthesises anthropologists Victor Turner, Mary Douglas and 

Catherine Bell, and psychologists Roberto Assagioli, CG Jung, Fritz Perls and David 

Marr. 

I am currently working on a number of experimental projects in conjunction with 

Oxford Improvisers. 

 


